
Offering Comprehensive 
People Development 
Activities
Corporate training worldwide focuses on people 
development and it has become essential in these 
competitive times to differentiate ourselves from the rest 
in the market place. The people make the difference.
“It is only as we develop others that we permanently 
succeed.” - Harvey S. Firestone

Certified Practitioner

Authorized Moderator

Representing the following companies from India

Saville Consulting
Saville Consulting develop rigorous and work relevant measuring tools which have transformed traditional 
approaches to assessment around the world. Which enables clients to achieve outstanding results through 
new approaches to measuring and exploring the relationship between personal motives, personal talents 
and the crucial interaction between individuals and their workplace culture.

MBTI - Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI®) is a widely used assessment which provides insight into one’s 
personality, motivations, natural strengths, and potential areas of growth. Using a relatively short, non-
invasive forced-choice questionnaire, the tool helps individuals gain a conscious understanding of their 
thinking and communication preferences vis-a-vis other people. 

MCEL - Mastering Change For Effective Leadership
High powered training program designed to expose them to profound yet simple and common sense
approaches to management, with a fast track to practical application. This will enable the delegates to
become Change Champions in their sphere of work and even in personal life. Marketing partner for Adizes 
institute U.S.A. Program details at www.adizes.com

Outdoor Adventure Management
We are the team of Dedicated, Experienced and Qualified Adventure Experts and professional Outbound 
trainers, driven with the common goal of training corporate houses to co create versatile & cohesive team 
units all throughout the company to enable them to face the challenges of highly competitive corporate 
world, to cope effectively with intense competition, to succeed & to live life happily, with the experience of  
Team work and Trust through Outbound training.

Delight HR - HR Service Providers
Help people realize their career aspirations at the same time help organizations to acquire best talent and
implement best HR practices. We specialize in facilitating the best talent recruitment from India and to
India. For individuals in their relocation job search in India and companies for new recruitment register at 
www.delighthr.com.

ALONG WITH OUR TEAM OF EXPERIENCED TRAINERS WE SPECIALIZE IN TAILOR MADE 
LEARNING SOLUTIONS TO SUIT CLIENT NEEDS.

Aksun - Center for Management Excellence
We offer world class products to students, industry practitioners and academicians to hone their skills to
meet the challenges faced by managers in the real world, thereby fostering a spirit of excellence. 

Training being an inherent strength we develop organizations by developing 
their people apart from the systems. Individually Specializing in Business 

Process Mapping Studies of organizations, Suggesting improvements and 
implementation strategies. Giving HR solutions for new recruitments.

For more details & discussions on the above please contact:

BALAJI SRINIVASAN
MANAGING CONSULTANT & CORPORATE TRAINER
Mobile: +965-99661083 | E-mail: trainerzkwt@gmail.com 

Lighting the eternal flame of knowledge A d iv is ion  of  Ra ja  Company w. l . l .


